Dear Mr. President,

I hope it is not too late to wake up everyone including your critics.

Imagine if you are not a beneficiary of big government and have only your skills and hard earned wealth saved in increasingly worthless assets such as US Dollars, real estate and of course shares and bonds in increasingly worthless public corporations to see you through the worst of times versus those such as the richest lawyers in the US who have benefited the most from big government entitlement programs beginning with the tax laws that allow those who have stolen the most to deduct the cost of borrowing when stealing more assets such as US Dollars, real estate, shares and bonds in public corporations who now have me advising you on how to exactly cut off their “lifeline”.

As you, your cabinet, the FBI, CIA, Israeli Military Intelligence including the Mossad with the most brutally effective assassination unit all know, I began a communication this past Wednesday with the Israeli embassy in Washington DC in an effort to get Israel to “come clean” and explain why now did Israeli Military Intelligence decide to “poke fun” at all 3 Branches of the US Government including the US Supreme Court when issuing their most ingenious report that spells out clearly the truth we all know, that Al Quaida are financed by the House of Saud who immediately following the Yalta Conference of February 1945 were put on notice that going forward the 3 Branches of the US Government would give all the necessary military support “of” [sic] Ibn Saud and his successors so long as Saudi Arabia served as the launching pad for all acts of terror.
Yesterday when speaking with a more official member of Israeli Military Intelligence at Israel’s embassy in Washington DC I didn’t bother reprimanding this very articulate lady about the seemingly “whimsical” response, “Call 911” I had received the day before from Israeli Military Intelligence who control every aspect of life and death and everything in between at every Israeli embassy throughout the world.

No doubt both the female Israeli officer as well as the male Israeli security personnel I spoke with on Wednesday who in two separate phone calls, less than a minute apart, told me, “Call 911” when simply asking for his superiors to comment on the very easy to understand ingenious Israeli Military intelligence report that says how very easy it would be for Israel, not quite benefiting as much as US from the nonsense Diamond Invention to paralyze the US economy in an instant, have both, no doubt seen Steven SPIelberg’s movie MUNich which shows a rather accurate portrayal of the leader of the one Mossad hit squad trusting significantly more a highly reliable close knit French Roman Catholic family who as you would expect were having their own problems with being so integral to violence than Mossad agents stationed at Israel’s highly wired embassies which make all the fuss about the National Security Agency more recently eavesdropping on US citizens look like “child’s play” which of course it is when compared with the Israelis who
understand perfectly that should Israel be wiped out, in the next instant it would be “lights out” for the rest of the world.

As a reminder to my “new listeners” SPlelberg’s epic 2005 movie Munich is all about the numerous Mossad financed hit squads made up of the very best of Israeli Special Forces Commanding Officers and commandos who were sent out to assassinate the masterminds of at least two assassination attempts on David Ben Gurion, Israel’s first prime minister and head of the Mossad as well as the Munich Olympic Games massacres that began on September 4th, 1972, some 3 days following my arrival at Kibbutz Sde Boker in Negev Desert, Israel which is where Ben Gurion had “retired” but remained very active in the internal but mostly external affairs of Israel.

Not to mention how SPIelberg did a rather “masterful” job in making this one hit squad made up of individuals from a variety countries look like a bunch of schlomiels-donkeys.

BTW I never did ask my Royal Mater-Mother, Zena Rosland Ash Gevisser Zulman who has a home on the waters edge in Netanya, the heart of DeBeers diamond cutting operations in Israel, whether she thought Ben Gurion and my great maternal
grandmother, Nechie Badash, my mother’s paternal grandmother who “had been an early resident of Tel Aviv only returning to England when Zena was born” in 1929, the year of the stock market crash, were lovers.

I was, however, quite conscious when seated right in front of Ben Gurion on a small patch of green grass in front of his modest home at Kibbutz Sde Boker, back on November 1st, 1972, again some 57 odd days following DeBeers sponsored PLO terrorists beginning to brutally murder in “cold blood” 11 defenseless Israeli athletes, that this man who declared, “Let the Children of Israel be a light unto the nations” was looking very “purposefully” at me but only finding out later from a very close aid of Ben Gurion, once I had proved myself both at Gadna training and in my final academic exams, of Ben Gurion’s very close family ties to Nechie Badash who like Ben Gurion came from the same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia-Poland.

It wouldn’t surprise me all that much if you are now thinking of the DeBeers sponsored movie, Blood Diamonds that featured actors, just like in the very confusing movie Munich speaking with South African accents, significantly far north of South Africa’s borders.

Yesterday, you inside Air Force One apparently flew at eye level when sitting in our extraordinarily well made and comfortable Italian leather couch or one of our two very comfortable reclining Italian leather chairs in our studio cliff house in heavily corrupt Del Mar, California before making just like the numerous Black Hawk helicopters that regularly fly by but oftentimes close enough to see the faces of the pilots, a left turn heading to Miramar Naval Base where you were warmly greeted by supporters including apparently a fireman who probably just like our one lady friend who saw you flying by her home next to us and again on the water’s edge, was heart-warmed by the sincere way in which you rubbed the head of the fireman following rolling up your sleeves, once having deplaned, showing that you were about to “get down to business”.

It is doubtful you have ever thought of following the suggestion of this very close lady friend of my wife and mine who happens to have, unfortunately, a great number of Socialist-Democratic Party friends and have them write down why first of all, they detest you so much; and second, why they support the big institution Democratic-Socialist Party that not only is the party mostly in power when the world erupts in to diamond drilling bit oil wars but whose leadership benefited so extraordinary from the big institution of big institutions DeBeers Anglo American Cartel’s US military backed South African Apartheid Regime that resulted for a period of some 45 odd years, beginning in 1948, within a month of Israel being granted Statehood on May 15th, with the wholesale daylight robbery of South Africa’s most precious mineral resources beginning with gold that did not all make its way to Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals headquartered in Newark, one word, New Jersey; on the contrary the DAAC “saw fit” to make a “public spectacle” of their extraordinary “Money Power” when American Charles Engelhard told his one buddy, author Ian Fleming a very truthful but nevertheless rather misleading story about how this co-inventor-conspirator of the Diamond Invention and who was an “open supporter” of the repressive Apartheid Regime as well as close family friend of the US Kennedy clan and Johnson family, all of whom were forced to attend Engelhard’s funeral on March 2nd 1971 at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, NJ, was himself “forced” in order to circumvent South Africa’s strict foreign exchange control laws enacted by Engelhard and his mafia partner, Harry Oppenheimer, to first melt down gold bullion, forming gold art objects which were then shipped “illegally” to Hong Kong, China.
that was still very much under the control of the British Crown before once again being melted back in to gold bullion.

If you had you would likely find that you would get the same answer if you were to ask them all again this very moment, and again you wouldn’t be surprised if they were to refuse to write down a single word explaining their so blatant hypocrisy that has them all lashing out at you, a rather easy target who each time you attempt to tell the truth get shut down by those having no desire whatsoever to change the “status quo” and who of course have today a very sufficient “nest egg” all offshore, or so they think.

On the other hand were you to offer to write down in “black and white” why it is that you do NOT vote for the Nazi-Socialist-Democratic United States Party instead in favor of “less government handouts” for the biggest crooks hell bent on continuing to enslave the so very poorly educated and so misinformed masses, in all likelihood while you could write a dissertation you would stop after writing the words, “Big Government”, versus using the words, “less government” to describe those who oppose the Nazi Party of the United States.

Being in favor, however, of “less government” that breeds first and foremost individual responsibility can be quite costly.

Let me explain.

More government results in more complainers not getting as much as those freeloaders at the top of the DAAC pyramid getting their massive government handouts and of course bailouts and why it is that the Nazi Party of the United States is supported by the richest lawyers in the United States, those profiteering the most from both our Anti-Trust laws as well as Shareholder Class Action Litigation lawsuits that are nothing short of a “shell game”, stealing from the momworkers, widows, widowers, pensioners and orphans who end up getting a double whammy after crooked management supported by crooked regulators at the US Justice Department have first helped themselves to both corporate as well as the US Treasury.

More government means an ever increasing out-of-control Industrial-military-complex to make certain our tyrants in places like South Africa and Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Qatar “tow the line”, and so long as our military bases on foreign soil remain safe and secure those major beneficiaries of big government can continue to move their ill-gotten gains offshore and out of the reach of co-opted-corrupted elected and non-elected government officials, or so they think.

Once completing this email and immediately after hitting the send button I will be calling once again the Israeli Embassy in Washington DC to advise Israeli Military Intelligence to make certain that Admiral Ami Ayalon, Israel’s “Minister without portfolio” and therefore the most powerful person in Israel, is fully apprised of my actions that include contacting the Iranian Embassy in Washington DC should I encounter the same disconnect as what occurred on Wednesday.

There is this thing that “brain dead” people feel the need to do, but to talk just to talk gets rather tiring and most of all boring for those of us capable of thought processing at the highest levels of logical thought processing that as logic would dictate makes sense of why our Superior Being would “see fit” to enter the space between the ears of morons
whose space between their ears represents a deep vacuum through which no sound can travel.

Were you, someone who has been fit all your life, to know for example that the Mossad made up of human beings and therefore concerned that they like Senator Ted Kennedy don’t have enough gold socked away offshore in the event of a rainy day such as today, had decided to let you live another 24 hours and to have during this time period your greatest wish come true, what would you do?

For example, you might think of swimming, starting out at our cliff house and to arrive in Beijing well before sunset before then being airlifted to Ghongching with a population of more than 30 million, where you would be received as a national hero, no different to US 4 Star General Stilwell who you recall was recalled by DAAC President Roosevelt back to Washington DC once this very athletic American who represented the essence of the American Fighting Spirit figured out Roosevelt’s Chang Chai Check was a crook, no different to Ibn Saud.

Since, however, so extraordinarily few US citizens have even heard of this great man Stilwell that the 1.5 billion strong Peoples Republic of Communist China consider a
National Hero, you might decide you want to laze around say in our love and priceless art filled studio cliff home, more commonly known as Carriage House, and have the greatest of head-trip free sex with the woman of your dreams bearing again in mind that following this out of this world wild sex you will be dead and having to “face the music” with our most vengeful God.

One of the many geniuses of Judaism is that once you have changed your bad behavior it is a sin for anyone to remind you of your past.

For the record, I have yet to find a single human being who once a coward-bully-coward, even if having the self-defense skills as me, first learned by only speaking when being spoken to and to always tell the truth and never be rude with brain rotting deafening silences, will never be able to “change their spots”; no different to a leopard which does not prevent me from giving each and every person I meet whether in person or on the internet the benefit of the doubt since I know that I am neither God nor a leopard and that it is therefore conceivable that so long as a parent raises their child never, not for a moment thinking themselves their children’s friend to manipulate “at will” much the way children of the same age and at the same emotional intelligence “challenge” one another to improve themselves, I might yet before God decides I have fulfilled my mission to give peace a better chance, find such an individual, although of course I doubt it very much.

As two very in shape athletic women run south along the narrow cliff path in front of the cliff house, earlier 5 heavy duty Camp Pendleton marine transport helicopters flew by headed in the same direction creating enough of wind current to be felt by ocean some 75 odd feet below, I noted the time 11:24 AM, I am reminded of an event that I am quite certain will have you both clapping your hands and then saying words to the effect,

“That's the way to tell it the way it is!”

No doubt you are aware of the very unfortunate event that took place in the surf going on 2 weekends ago involving my wife’s 15-year young but physically strong son JoNathan and his a little older friend Patrick who got the “water thrashing” of his life that it seems his mother didn’t think was all that bad given how I understand her decision was not to prosecute the deranged bully some twice their age and size.

Following the incident, Patrick who works at a local surfing shop was being reprimanded by the very on-top-of-things owner who I haven’t met and have no clue what he looks like, but I will today try and make it my business-personal to meet and congratulate, because he, Patrick had failed to tidy up and sweep at the end of his previous shift.

As the owner began reading Patrick the “riot act” Patrick began to repeat time and again, “Yes, sir!” which annoyed the owner who asked, “Why do you keep saying ‘Yes Sir!’? to which Patrick responded, “This is how I was raised!” which then had the owner, without missing a beat declaring,

“Why is it that you only do this when you are being a little prick!”

Mr. President, why is it that there are so many little pricks who breed so many little pricks like President Bill “Rhodes-DeBeers” Clinton who being a lawyer cannot read balance sheets as well as you but was able to tell a good year prior to leaving office and leaving
the US balance sheet in a total disaster that the US was ripe for a Bosnian style ethnic cleansing civil war.

It takes effort to click on this hyperlink taking you to Clinton’s speech at Caltech University on January 21st, 2000 just like it takes a mother and a father being a parent and not their child’s friend during those most critical periods when they only need to be encouraged ever so gently to stand on their own two feet allowing in later years of course for child and parent to become genuine best friends which only happens, I am sad to say, in so very few households I know.

But those parents who do raise independent thinkers from the start are mighty proud of you even if you have a daughter so dumb enough to shout out loud, “Absolutely not” in answer to the question, “Would you go into politics?”

Your daughter Jenna, I apologize if I have her name spelled wrong, while proud of her work at UNICEF that serves only the interests of DeBeers the most repressive and out of control brutal organization made up of the smartest and most evil minds the world has ever known, obviously has no clue about the fact that if it weren’t for you who has done a pretty good job up to now keeping Al Quaida from attacking again the highly vulnerable mainland of the US or more importantly the oil fields of Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia that the most senior members of Israeli Military Intelligence believe, and I agree, will in the next instant paralyze the US economy doing a whole lot more damage than Amtrak trains failing to run on time, more than 250 million would not have much more than a pot to pee in.

Let me explain to my “new listeners”.

It is both understandable as well as forgivable the fact that Jenna might forget first, that upon entering the Oval Office of the White House you immediately began to “talk down” the US economy because of the fact that you could read a balance sheet which you obviously learned how to do at Harvard Business School and saw that your administration had in fact inherited a recession; second, Bill “Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar Lawyer is-is” Clinton having not only declared a year prior that he didn’t want anyone in the future pointing a finger at him because “dog value” President attracting the superficial and easily pleased, had told us after selling off the manufacturing base of the US during his sex sandal filled 8 years on the job, leaving lots of worthless-fictitious DeBeers in the bank account, the US was ripe for Bosnian style ethnic cleaning civil war; and third, why he was chosen by the Mossad to give traitor Marc “Trading with the enemy” Rich a Presidential Pardon at the 11th hour of his DAAC presidency, a pardon that both Clinton and Rich who had voluntarily relinquished his American citizenship while a fugitive from US Justice all the while living the life of Riley in Zug, Switzerland without the slightest fear the DAAC controlled Justice Department would ever bring him to justice, wanted like they both wanted “a hole in the head”.

Jenna can also not be expected to fully comprehend exactly what it is that I am doing in “real time” as the Peoples Republic of Communist China prepare for the next US administration that looks a lot like the next President will be a Socialist-Democrat who may very well decide in order to fill up the ranks of the US Armed Forces to not wait for the Chinese to “let us down” slowly as they are doing in slowly revaluing their currency and to simply devalue the US currency at the same time crashing other currencies using “all means available” including Diamond Currency that for a century now is unlimited in
supply, untraceable, lightweight, never inventoried and always ever since the outbreak of the first World Oil War that began one year following the formation of the DAAC’s US Federal Reserve in 1913, been price fixed at more than a barrel of oil.

Jenna can also not be expected to fully comprehend that DeBeers have now for more than a century through controlling all diamonds including industrial diamonds used in drilling holes deep underground, owned lock, stock and barrel each and every oil field in the world.

The DAAC controlled US Justice Department headed up by lawyers who first went to law school where the first thing they are taught after being examined to see whether they can spell the words, “US Constitution”, are taught about the importance of our sacrosanct Anti-Trust laws geared to putting out of business price fixers such as DeBeers who have a very significant financial interest in wars, especially wars where both oil and water are needed in abundance.

Jenna is not to the best of my knowledge either a top student or a lawyer and therefore cannot be expected to appreciate perhaps as much as I did at her age when I was fully
equipped to take over from my uncle David Gevisser as the American head of the DAAC, the mafia of mafia, what it means when you have an untraceable currency that can be used after buying off each and every elected and non-elected government official who fails to “play ball” to then use whatever “remains” to immediately buy up all the goods, services, minerals and of course weapons of war before then using whatever Diamond Currency “remains” to crash the currency of that nation which happens to have all the goods, services, minerals and of course weapons of war as well as smart people like Einstein to escape the chaos running to our shores to help with building whatever weapons of war are needed for the next war and the one thereafter.

Jenna is not to the best of my knowledge familiar with all the findings of US Justice Department Nazi Prosecutor John Loftus Esq. who today makes a living trashing your very good name when suggesting on the public airwaves as well as in his books that if your grandfather Prescott Bush were alive today he would prosecute your grandfather for Nazi War Crimes.

I have little doubt given the knowledge I have of DAAC US business interests benefiting from the crashing of the Deutche Mark during the Weimar Republic and the subsequent rise of Nazi Germany under the leadership of Hitler, the most small time street thug imaginable, that Prescott Bush and anyone involved in the stock markets throughout the world benefited as DAAC US interests grabbed for “pennies on the dollar” everything they could get their hands on in Germany including intellectual property such as patents.

It is not what one says but what one fails to say that mostly counts.

Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. of Finkelstein & Krinsk has tasked a colleague of mine, Adam Tucker in the process of the quickest divorce imaginable making this so very mellow individual so very attractive to the easily impressed who feel he is so very cute and malleable as they mostly think of fondling his penis and so long as he doesn’t make them feel like he is an “activist” they will take care of him the rest of his life, so long as their stash of gold offshore, out of reach, isn’t compromised by what I am doing in “real time”.

Mr. JRK knows perfectly well how very easily distracted are all the “easily impressed” who go in and out with the tide but upon having to “face the truth” can be counted on to respond appropriately again so long as they think the “truth is NOT irrelevant”.

Mr. JRK knows perfectly well that all the “easily impressed” made up of some 99.9999% of human beasts are not in the least bit bothered that he gave Adam Tucker an impossible assignment to come up with a wholesale-retail diamond dealer who feels they have been “done down” by DeBeers who not only “butter their bread” but in the event they decide to be an “activist”, feeling the only way they can “live with themselves” is to be Mr. JRK’s lead plaintiff in epic class action lawsuit that will destroy DeBeers and the entire DAAC controlled US Congress and immediately following open up a taco stand, DeBeers will back their competitor who will under price the “activist” until such time as they cannot feed themselves or their animals as well.

Mr. President, lets go back to those who like you don’t realize that you are doing the most extraordinary job in both printing worthless monies and still managing to get our young and mostly poor financially service people to take arms up against an enemy that is increasingly harder to define let alone defend a currency that is on its last legs.
Most if not all of your detractors say the main reason they don’t like you is not because they think, “you are stupid” but because “we have these boys dying in Iraq”, rarely would they mention the word, “girls” for it makes things that much closer to home.

Were you to ask such “truth is irrelevant” individuals who the good, smart and most vengeful Lord has all but taken over their worthless minds creating the most awesome Light Bulb effect for the rest of us understanding perfectly all their lack of reasoning caused by a lifetime of not caring about anyone other than themselves, “What do you want George Bush to do?” when so very little was done about Al Quaida in previous attacks including the Cole back on October 12th, 2000 some 263 odd days after Clinton’s so bizarre “downbeat” ending to what was otherwise such an “upbeat” speech at the Science and Technology Event held at the California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California, as well as other attacks on US military, the most you will get out of such “lost souls” is,

“I don’t want to talk about it!”

Whatever logic you choose to share with such individuals only serves to “brighten your day” given how you would know surely by now never to argue with the once born.

Such “truth is irrelevant” individuals have God telling you through the perfect vacuum of space between their ears from which no sound can travel is, to just repeat to yourself without so much as bothering to utter a single sound and waste energy:

Sounds like you don’t know why you don’t really like George Bush!

So far, Mr. Bush you have managed to keep a most brutal war costing much more than a million or so dead even if it is “only” half a million, but the refugee crisis is doing a great job in stirring up the next Bosnian style ethnic cleansing civil war that will of course inevitably find its way to our shores.

The fact that all attacks on US soil have in fact ceased will not register with your critics.

One does need to have stamina unless all one is interested in is just attracting one cute mellow person who history has shown can have a very ugly side.

Bill Clinton has a real temper and by all accounts is a rather poor lover which doesn’t stop the easily impressed from wanting to get in his pants to at least test the merchandise that comes with a hefty price.

Mr. President, I know exactly how to get inside the heads of the poorly conditioned and why they are all right now “running for cover”.

I have absolutely no interest in “saving the world” for all those who usurp their limited authority who right this minute have all the information they need to help bring DeBeers to their knees but who choose so very poorly to “play ostrich”.

It is now 5 PM Eastern Standard Time and I want to continue my dialogue with Israeli Military Intelligence who know like you I didn’t get off a boat just yesterday and should appreciate the need for all those bloodsucking succulents who have benefited from
DAAC US big government programs including the current ongoing bailout of the US mortgage industry and who have most of their ill-gotten debt free assets offshore while mortgaging to the hilt those remaining assets they cannot secrete to a “safe haven”, to now be placed “on notice”.

Godspeed!

Sincerely,

Gary Gevisser
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